All parties are expected to act responsibly at all times on and off the track. Only one car per driver per class allowed. Please be aware that the schedule of events may be adjusted if needed, it is the driver’s responsibility to know when he or she races.

Pit fee is $25 per person or you can purchase a 5-day pass for $135.

2:00   Pit Gate Opens
6:00   Pit Meeting
6:15   Track Packing
7:00   Open Practice

Pre-race inspection will take place for the cars in attendance for the open practice to help alleviate the rush on Wednesday.

PLEASE NOTE
THAT ALL EVENT SCHEDULES
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WISSOTA 100 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
DAKOTA STATE FAIR SPEEDWAY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2017

All parties are expected to act responsibly at all times on or off the track. All ATV’s must be registered with the track and have proper identification. Only one car per driver per class allowed. Please be aware that the schedule of events may be adjusted if needed, it is the driver’s responsibility to know when he or she races.

Four day passes are $110---single day passes are $35 per person

12:00 Noon Pit Gate Opens
3:00 Mandatory Pit Meeting-ALL DRIVERS MUST ATTEND!
3:30 Draw Cut-Off
3:45 Track Packing
5:00 National Anthem-1st heat must be lined up and ready to go. Top 24 in passing points advance to the qualifying features in each class. Top 6 in passing points will redraw for top 6 positions in qualifying feature

** All heat races will be 8 laps in length.

Street Stock Heats
Midwest Modified Heats
Late Model Heats
Super Stock Heats
Modified Heats

5 Qualifying Features Top 8 to A-Feature (INSIDE ROW)
QFs are 15 laps--Streets - MW Modified - Late Model - Super Stock – Modified

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WISSOTA 100 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
DAKOTA STATE FAIR SPEEDWAY
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 14, 2017

All parties are expected to act responsibly at all times on and off the track. All ATV’s must be registered with the track and have proper identification. Only one car per driver per class allowed. Please be aware that the schedule of events may be adjusted if needed, it is the driver’s responsibility to know when he or she races.

Three day passes are $90---single day passes are $35.

12:00 Noon Pit Gate Opens

3:00 Mandatory Pit Meeting-ALL DRIVERS MUST ATTEND!

3:30 Draw Cut-Off

3:45—4:45 Track Packing

4:00 ROC Draw for Streets, Midwest Mods and Super Stocks

5:00 National Anthem-1st heat must be lined up and ready to go.
Top 24 in passing points advance to the qualifying features in each class.
Top 6 in passing points will redraw for top 6 positions in qualifying feature

** All Heat races will be 8 laps in length.
Midwest Modified Heats
Street Stock Heats
Late Model Heats
Super Stock Heats
Modified Heats

5 Qualifying Features top 8 to A- Feature (OUTSIDE ROW)
QFs are 15 laps-- MW Mods – Streets - Late Model - Super Stock – Modified

ROC Races—Midwest Mods – Street Stocks – Super Stocks (15 laps)

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
All parties are expected to act responsibly at all times on and off the track. All ATV’s must be registered with the track and have proper identification. Only one car per driver per class allowed. Please be aware that the schedule of events may be adjusted if needed, it is the driver’s responsibility to know when he or she races.

Two day passes are $65---single day passes are $35.

12:00 Noon Pit Gate Opens

3:00 Mandatory Pit Meeting-ALL DRIVERS MUST ATTEND!

3:30 Draw Cut-Off

4:00 ROC Draw for Mod Fours, Modifieds and Late Models

3:45—4:45 Track Packing Mod Four hot laps at 4:45

5:00 National Anthem-1st heats must be lined up and ready to go. Top 24 in passing points advance to the qualifying features in each class. Top 6 in passing points will redraw for top 6 positions in qualifying feature ** All Heat races will be 8 laps in length.

Street Stock Heats
Mod 4 Heats
Midwest Modified Heats
Late Model Heats
Super Stock Heats
Modified Heats

5 Qualifying Features top 8 to A- Feature (MIDDLE ROW) QFs are 15 laps--Streets – Mod Fours – MW Mods – Late Model – Super Stock - Mods

ROC Races—Mod Fours – Late Models – Modifieds (15 laps)

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
All parties are expected to act responsibly at all times on and off the track. All ATV’s must be registered with the track and have proper identification. Only one car per driver per class allowed. Please be aware that the schedule of events may be adjusted if needed, it is the driver’s responsibility to know when he or she races.

All single day passes are $35.

12:00 Pit Gate Opens

2:30 Mandatory Pit Meeting-ALL DRIVERS MUST ATTEND!

We will draw for the last 3 positions in each division from all non-qualifiers present at Saturday’s pit meeting. All cars qualifying by racing their way into the feature will start in front of the 18 drawn.

3:00--4:00 Track Packing

5:00 National Anthem-1st heat must be lined up and ready to go.

Last Chance Races (1 each per class)—Street Stocks—Midwest Mods—Late Models—Super Stocks—Modified

  16 cars---15 laps---6 transfer to the feature

POT OF GOLD
PARADE OF CHAMPIONS

FEATURES
Streets (25 laps) - Midwest Modified (25 laps) - Mod Fours (20 Laps) – Late Model (40 laps) - Super Stock (30 laps) – Modified (30 laps)

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE